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Abstract- In this paper, we
w propose a method to dettect
elevvator buttons and
a recognize th
heir labels from
m images for bllind
navvigation. First,, a pixel-levell mask of eleevator buttonss is
seggmented based on fully convo
olutional netwo
orks. Then a fast
scene text detecto
or is applied to
o recognize the text labels in the
imaage as well as to extract theirr spatial vectorrs. Finally, all the
dettected buttons and their asssociated labells are paired by
com
mbining the buttton mask and spatial vectors of labels based
d on
theeir location disttribution. To ev
valuate the pro
oposed method, we
w
colllect an elevatorr button dataset that contains 1,000 images with
butttons captured from both insiide and outsidee of elevators and
a
ann
notate the loca
ations and lab
bels of all butttons. Prelimin
nary
results demonstrate the robusstness and efffectiveness of the
prooposed method
d for elevator button detectio
on and associa
ated
label recognition.

I.

mages is a chaallenging task
Detectting elevator bbuttons from im
due to the following reasons as shhown in Figurre 1: 1) high
similaritty to the bacckground. For example, the buttons are
often m
made by samee material as the backgrouund. 2) Dark
lightingg inside elevatoors. 3) High vaariety of buttonn designs and
layouts. Our methodd recognizes bboth call butttons outside
elevatorrs (up or downn) and buttons iinside elevatorrs in a variety
of form
mats regardlesss of different background textures and
colors, vvariety button designs and layyouts, and diffferent capture
viewpoiints. In addittion, our metthod providess the spatial
locationns of elevator bbuttons and thheir associated labels which
are veryy important to gguide blind useers.

INTRO
ODUCTION

Inndependent traavel presents significant
s
chaallenges for bllind
or vision-impaireed person. Maany research efforts
e
have been
connducted to help
p blind or visu
ually impaired people with daaily
activities. One off the research areas is indoo
or navigation and
a
wayyfinding [1-2]]. Tian et al. developed an
n assistive ind
door
navvigation systeem by detectiing doors an
nd elevators and
a
reccognizing the corresponding
g text descripttions. An RGBD
cam
mera and feedb
back from obsstacles contribu
ute to a wearaable
sysstem for safely guiding blind people in a walkable space [3].
Thaanks to the raapid increasin
ng computer vision
v
techniqu
ues,
robbust object reco
ognition metho
ods make it po
ossible to deveelop
moore reliable asssistance systeems. Aerial obstacle
o
detecttion
usinng a 3D smarrtphone achiev
ved a real-timee detection of the
oveerhead objects (e.g. branches or awnings) which cannott be
dettected by a wh
hite cane or a guiding
g
dog fo
or visual impaiired
peoople [4]. Reccently, robot guides weree designed with
w
navvigation varieety functions for blind people in ind
door
envvironments [5].
F
For indoor naviigation and waayfinding, elevaators are the most
m
com
mmon tool to access multiple floors. Som
me standards have
beeen implementeed for elevator design to help
p blind users. For
exaample, braille descriptions
d
for tactile readin
ng are mandatorily
loccated nearby tex
xts or symbolss [12]. Althoug
gh there are braaille
labbels on elevator button panels to assist blin
nd users, it is still
s
verry challenging for them to lo
ocate the elevaator buttons of the
flooors they wan
nt to go. Theerefore, this paper
p
focuses on
devveloping a method
m
to acccurately and efficiently
e
dettect
elevvator buttons and recognize the associated
d text labels frrom
imaages.

Fig. 1. Examplees in our collected elevator button daataset.

The rrapidly develooped techniquues of image-bbased object
detectioon, recognitionn, and semanntic segmentation can be
applied to our task. In order to detect locationss of elevator
buttons,, fully convoolutional netw
works (FCNs) have been
adoptedd to achieve aaccurate pixel--level segmenttation results
without losing the im
mportant objecct spatial infoormation [6].
The sta
tate-of-the-art semantic seggmentation m
methods can
segmentt and classify different objects. Furthermoore, instanceaware semantic im
mage segmeentation achiieves great
perform
mance on diffferentiating each object from same
categoryy. Multi-task Network Caascades are eemployed to
conductt individual obbject detectionn, segmentationn, and object
categoriization, sharedd by same fe
feature map ppredicting an
accuratee and efficiennt instance ssegmentation [7]. Natural
languagge description plays an impportant role onn identifying

diff
fferent objects. By combiniing with visu
ual and linguistic
info
formation, objject semantic segmentation
n is capable to
proocess complicaated queries. For example, with
w a query off ‘a
maan on the right’’ and an image, it returns a seegmentation ressult
forr a man on the right side [8]. A prior langu
uage description
n is
reqquired for this instance
i
segmeentation task. In
I our applicatiion,
thee prior languag
ge description can be the sp
peech comman
nds
from the blind user such as “buttton for the 8th floor”.
IInspired by the previous work [6-9], we develop
p a
fram
mework for bu
utton detection and label text recognition. This
T
papper combines the semantic segmentation mask of elevaator
butttons with the spatial informaation for the corresponding text
t
desscriptions adjaccent to buttons.

Figg. 2. The flowchaart of the proposeed framework forr button detection
n and
labbel recognition. Fu
ully convolutional networks (FCNs) generate a pixel-llevel
maask for buttons. A set of spatial vecctors of labels (X, Y, Label) is comp
puted
by a single-shot dettector (SSD) and convolutional reccurrent neural netw
work
RNN). A rule-based nearest pair meethod combines bu
utton mask with sp
patial
(CR
vecctors of labels to match
m
the buttons and
a their associateed labels.

II. ELEVATOR BUTTON DETEC
CTION AND LAB
BEL RECOGNITIION
A
As shown in Fig
g. 2, our meth
hod takes an im
mage as input and
a
outtputs the locattions of button
ns represented
d by an instan
nceaware semantic segmentation
s
image
i
with maarked labels. Our
O
meethod consists of
o three main components: 1)
1 Elevator buttton
dettection. This component estiimates a seman
ntic segmentattion
maask for elevator buttons at pixel-lev
vel using Fu
ully
Connvolutional Networks
N
(FCN
Ns). 2) Elevaator button laabel
reccognition. Thee text descripttions and spaatial locations of
buttton labels are recognized by
y a single-shot detector (SSD). 3)
Eleevator button identification
n. By applyin
ng a rule-baased
meethod to search
h the nearest label around the button, each
buttton is then asssociated with its correspon
nding label. More
M

Fig. 3. The flow
wchart for FCNs-b
based elevator buttton detection.

details of each comp
mponent are deescribed in thhe following
sectionss.
A. Eleevator Button D
Detection.
In ordder to recognizze elevator buuttons, the firrst step is to
detect w
where elevator buttons are in the input imagge. Compared
to regioon level-basedd object detecttion and recoggnition, pixel
level-baased semantic segmentation can provide m
more accurate
locationn and shape iinformation off objects to bbenefit blind
navigatiion.
Fully C
Convolutional Networks (FC
CNs) are wideely employed
in imagee segmentationn and object classification [133]. Similar to
[13], wee train a netw
work with fullyy convolutionaal layers. As
shown iin Fig. 3, it takkes an image aas the input andd outputs the
pixel leevel segmentattion mask whhich classifies the elevator
buttons from backgroound. The elevvator button m
mask contains
pixel-levvel segmentat
ation regions of elevator buttons and
reservess their locationn and shape info
formation.
This ppaper implemeents FCN32s, which keep tthe first five
convoluution layers frrom VGG-16 architecture [113] and then
followedd by three connvolutional layeers, where the 32s indicates
upsamp les stride num
mber to recoverr the size of orriginal image
due to tthe downsamppling made by the pooling laayers. In this
networkk, the input off each layer coontains a threee-dimensional
matrix oof image heighht, width, and channel featurre, which are
varied ffrom layer to llayer. Therefore, FCN retainns the spatial
informaation of image. The pre-trained VGG-16 model on
ImageN
Net is fine-tunedd on our elevattor button dataaset.
B. Eleevator Button L
Label Recognittion.
To recoognize button lab
abels, we conducct a text detectioon method. As
shown inn Fig. 4, we firsst detect the buttton related text iinformation of
numberss, letters, symbools of the locatioon information of labels, and
then recoognize them inn order to combbine with the m
mask generated
from elevvator button deteection.
A singlle-shot detector (SSD) based neetwork [10] is inntegrated with
non-maxximum suppresssion to generatee a set of text candidates at
region leevel including leetters and numbeers. The locationns and sizes of
the deteccted text regionns are representted by boundinng boxes. This
network is a depth singgle neural netwoork model adoppted for target
detectionn and recognitioon. It uses a muulti-scale characcteristic feature
detectionn network. In orrder to improve the text detectioon accuracy, a
new Texxtbox layer, is aadded to SSD nnetwork, which can deal with
multiple text regions witth arbitrary sizess. The outputs oof the Textbox
layer aree refined text boounding box canndidates. The losss function for
SSD is ddefined as the ssum of localizattion loss (Lloc) aand confidence
loss (Lconfnf):
1
,
, ,
,
L x, c, b, g
where N is the numbber of matcheed default boxxes with predefined value for box detection, x iss the classificaation value, b
is the ppredicted bounnding box, g rrepresents the ground truth
box, iis the weight teerm which is seet to 1, and c inndicates class
confidennces.

Thhen, the refined
d text candidattes are fed a state-of-the-art
s
text
recoognizer named convolutional
c
reecurrent neural network
n
(CRNN
N) to
recoognize the reco
ognition of num
mbers, letters and
a symbols [11].
CR
RNN is a trainab
ble network usin
ng jointly comb
bination of Resid
dual
Neuural Network and
a Convolution
nal Neural Netw
work with arbitrrary
lenggth inputs (arbittrary width and
d length of text candidate regio
ons).
Thee advantage off this method iss that it preserv
ves an outstand
ding
perrformance while using a model with
w less layers and
a parameters.
Thhe outputs of CRNN
C
can be reepresented as a vector contains the
spaatial information
n for the text regions and th
he recognized text
desscriptions.

detectedd or recognizeed. Therefore,, a histogram equalization
process is first appliedd to reduce the light variationns.
A. Ressults of Elevatoor Button Detecction.

Fig. 5 E
Example results ffor Elevator Buttoon Detection. (a) Input image. (b)
Groundd-truth (c) Our deteection result.

Fig. 4. The flow
wchart for recognizzing text labels of elevator buttons.

C. Elevator Butto
on Identification
Affter obtaining elevator button mask
m and recogniizing text labels,, we
neeed to identify eacch elevator butto
on with the corrresponding labell. In
genneral, the button
n label is locateed in the closesst distance from
m its
corr
rresponding buttton compared to
t surrounding buttons. Thereffore,
we develop a straiightforward rulee-based pair meethod to match the
butt
ttons and labelss by combining
g the pixel-baseed elevation but
utton
maask and the spatiial vector of thee recognized tex
xt labels. For each
e
deteected button, we
w calculate thee Euclidian disstance between the
cennters of the buttton and the reco
ognized labels. The label with the
clossest distance is id
dentified as the corresponding
c
laabel of the button
n.

We finne-tune the ppretrained FCN
N model on oour collected
dataset w
which containss two categoriees: button and background.
The inpput takes arbbitrary sizes of images. F
For the first
convoluution layer, we pad 100 pixelss around the im
mage in order
to guaraantee the sixthh layer convoluution image is not less than
the size of 192  192. The offset vallue is set to 19 to guarantee
upsamp ling the imagges to the oriiginal sizes. E
Examples of
elevatorr button detecttion results aree demonstratedd in Fig. 5. It
shows tthat the buttonn regions are cclearly separateed. However,
due to thhe very similarr shape of butttons and labels, some labels
are wroongly detected as buttons. Thhis issue can bbe solved by
combiniing with the label spatial vectors. The accuracy is
calculatted by intersecction over uniion of detectedd button and
ground--truth and achieeves 73.2% corrrection rate.

III. EXPEERIMENTAL RESSULTS AND DISSCUSSIONS
D
Dataset: There is
i no availablee public dataset for image-baased
elevvator button detection
d
and reecognition. In order to evalu
uate
thee proposed metthod, we collecct a new datasset contains 1,0
000
imaages for both elevator
e
call bu
uttons (outside the elevator) and
a
conntrol panels (in
nside the elevator). We ann
notate each image
inccluding pixel-llevel button regions and object-level text
t
desscriptions. The images in the dataset contain
n elevator buttons
rannging from 1 to 70 with vaariety of shap
pes, textures, and
a
layyouts. In our ex
xperiments, 80
0% images fro
om the dataset are
ranndomly selectted for training and valiidation and the
rem
maining 20% im
mages are used
d for testing.
Preeprocessing: To
T handle the liighting changes, we first applly a
preeprocessing on
n the input imaage. Due to insufficient lightt in
elevvators, button
ns and labels often appear too dark to be

Examples of Elevvator Button Labell Detection and R
Recognition. (a)
Fig. 6 E
Input im
mage. (b) Ground-truth (c) Our resullt.

B. Results of Elevator Button Label
L
Recogniition.
nput
Forr elevator labeel recognition,, the network resizes the in
imaage to 300  300
3 pixels. VG
GG-16 is emp
ployed as the prep
traiined network with
w retaining the top 5 layerr structures. Frrom
thee 6th layer, the SSD block is joined.
j
For the 6th and 7th layers,
3  3, 1  1 convolution kern
nel sizes are used
u
respectiveely.
Froom the 8th to 11th layers, eaach layer appliies a convoluttion
witth 1 1 kernell size overlay 3  3. Text boxes
b
are used
d in
muultidimensionall text detection
n for differentt lengths and the
sizees of texts in an
a images, and
d the sizes are fixed to {1 1
1, 2
2,, 3 3, 5 5, 7 7, 10  10}. CRNN testing
g scores is defin
ned
as s max ∈ p w|I , where I indicates th
he input imagee, w
is tthe character sequence,
s
and
is the giveen lexicon. So
ome
exaamples of the text
t detection results
r
are show
wn in Fig. 6, most
m
of numbers, letteers, symbols of
o the button are
a detected. The
T
acccuracy is calcu
ulated by comp
paring the perrcentage of lab
bels
aree correctly deteected and reco
ognized, which
h is 71.9% in our
expperiment.

label pannel.
IV. CONCLUSSIONS
We hav
ave presented a nnew method forr assistive blind navigation by
combininng the object seemantic segmenttation with text recognition to
detect annd recognize eelevator buttons and labels usiing a cascade
network.. The preliminaary results are very promisingg. We achieve
70.31% accuracy on de
detecting the corrrelation betweeen button and
label. Thhe proposed m
method can furth
ther be extendeed to segment
objects w
with associated text descriptionns for many appplications. Our
future w
work will focus on implementinng the proposedd method on a
mobile device, develooping a user-ffriendly interfaace, providing
effectivee audio feedbackk about the locaation and label of the queried
elevator button, and evalluating the deveeloped system annd interface by
blind useers.

C. Results of Elevvator Button Ideentification
Byy combining thee elevator button
n mask and the spatial
s
vector off the
recoognized labels, each
e button and its correspondin
ng label is identified
bassed on the sh
hortest distancee rule. Some examples of the
idenntification resultts are shown in Fig. 7, while bu
uttons are displaayed
in ddifferent colors indicate
i
the corrrespondence to different
d
labels. We
obttain an accuracy
y rate at 70.31%
% by comparing
g our identificat
ation
resuults with the ground-truth.
Fiig. 8 shows mo
ore examples fo
or the 3 main components
c
in our
netw
work. First, for elevator
e
button detection
d
(Fig. 8 (a)-(c)), the ressults
dem
monstrate the ab
bility to accurateely segment the regions of butto
ons.
How
wever, for the situation where the label panell has the similaarity
layoout with button
ns, some labels are identified as
a buttons. Seco
ond,
moost of the labels are successfully
y detected on th
he label panels and
butt
ttons as shown in Fig. 8 (d)--(e). The resultts demonstrate that
reggions of label can
ndidates may ov
verlap with otherr regions. The reesult
is aacceptable due the
t delamination
n from button id
dentification. Fig
g. 8
(f)--(g) shows the grround-truth and the final results of button and laabel
pairrs. Most button
ns are successfu
ully identified. However,
H
it can
n be
obsserved that for th
he second row and
a the last row
w, due to the sim
milar
layoout of buttons and labels, a region
r
of the laabel panels is also
a
connsidered as butto
on. These cases are acceptable to
t our system while
w
the blind user can locate the buttton by touching
g the correspond
ding

Fig. 8 E
Elevator Button L
Label Recognition.. (a) Input image. (b) Ground-truth of
button ddetection. (c) The result of button rrecognition. (d) Grround-truth of label.
(e) The result of label recognition. (f) Groound-truth of buttoon identification. (g)
(
The resuult of button identtification.
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